
Comments for Proposed Sidewalk Heyward St.  to Harvard St. 

The Department of Transportation (DOT) is accepting comments for the proposed sidewalk on one 
side of S. Walker St. between Heyward St. and Harvard Ave. no later February 14, 2013. We, as 
parents living on S. Walker, who walk their children to school daily, have the following comments. If you 
agree with our comments, please provide your printed name, signature, and address, and phone number  
to the attached document. We will provide this document with signatures to the DOT. 

The DOT is acting at the direction of the Safer Routes to School (SRTS) committee. Per DOT, the 
sidewalk is not a DOT priority, but a SRTC priority. While, we are thankful to the SRTC for 
volunteering their time and effort to help make our children safer, we respectfully disagree that the 
sidewalk will make them safer and may have the unintended effect of endangering them. We also believe 
that our children care about our trees, neighborhood, and earth. Our children would work together to 
come up with ideas to make it safer and save the trees. Furthermore, work performed by the committee 
was prior to current school officials. School officials such as the Richland County School Board 
Commissioner were not even aware of the project. We want to ensure that city planners, professional 
consulting services, and scientific data support the sidewalk as a measure to increase safety and 
if so, let’s find a greener way to accomplish this common goal.  

Issue Number I: The Safety of our Children 
We do not believe this sidewalk will make a safer route to school; in fact it may become more dangerous 
for some walkers. A large number of walking students head north on Dogwood or Wando and then walk 
on Capers to S. Ravenel to access the school.  The proposed sidewalk will funnel school foot traffic from 
the Rosewood community north on S. Walker up to Hope Avenue to access the school. This is 
problematic because the intersection of Hope and S. Walker is very busy with automobile traffic during 
school drop off and pick up. Many parents who are unable to walk their children to school and do not 
have bus service drive their children and park on S. Walker between Hope and Prentice Ave. and then 
walk with their children the rest of the way to school. Additionally the sidewalk will encourage foot traffic 
from Shandon to walk south on S. Walker and cross over Rosewood Drive which has no traffic signal or 
crossing guard. Rosewood Drive sees heavy automobile traffic at all hours of the day especially during 
the morning commute which is when school foot traffic would be crossing at this intersection. Having a 
large number of pedestrians cross Rosewood drive during the morning commute without the aid of a 
crosswalk and Crossing Guard seems contrary to the goal of the Safe Routes to School Project. 

Issue Number II: Reduced Visibility for Drivers and Possible Impediment to Emergency Services 
The proposed sidewalk will have the unintended effect of crowding S. Walker Street with parked cars. 
Most if not all of the driveways for residences on S. Walker Street are one car in width. As a result of the 
lack of driveway space most residences that have more than one automobile (which is nearly all) park 
one car in the driveway and one car on the street. Many of the residences that routinely park a car on the 
street have some sort of improved parking area in their yard adjacent to the street as a means to get their 
vehicle out of the street. If a sidewalk is constructed all the residences on the west side of S. Walker will 
lose their street side improved parking area and will lose approximately 5 to 7 feet of their driveway 
resulting in a large number of vehicles parked adjacent to the sidewalk blocking or partially blocking that 
side of the street, couple that with the parked cars on the other side of the street and S. Walker Street is 
going to be very crowded with parked vehicles. This is going to significantly reduce visibility for 
automobile drivers, to include children who may dart out into the road. It will also possibly impede 
accessibility for many important services such as Fire Department, Emergency Medical Services, Public 
Utilities and Trash Pick Up.  

Issue Number III: Destruction and Damage to Eighteen Trees 
The proposed sidewalk is going to severely damage the character of S. Walker Street and the Central 
Rosewood/Shandon area as a whole. Among the many attractive features that draw families to this area 
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are the quiet streets that are lined with large trees that provide an abundance of shade and afford the 
opportunity to live in the city while feeling as though you are far removed from the hustle and bustle of 
ordinary city life. The sidewalk is going to require the removal of many large trees ranging in diameter 
from 20 inches up to 46 inches. New trees will be planted in the place of the removed trees.  It will be 
generations before the replaced trees grow to their current magnificence.  Additionally personnel with the 
City of Columbia Forestry and Beautification Department stated the sidewalk will impact large trees that 
are not removed but in close proximity to the project. Trees that are close to the sidewalk will likely have 
their root systems damaged and depending on the damage done they expect issues with stability and 
overall tree health within two to five years. It is likely that the sidewalk will result in the loss of most of the 
trees in close proximity to the sidewalk. There are no plans to replace these trees. In total ten trees will be 
removed, eighteen will be damaged, resulting in destruction and damage to eighteen old trees.  
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